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WIPED CLEAN
By Elizabeth Hunter, MFA

Abstract:
It seems that all forms of pain, quotidian and monumental, are catalogued in the same muted and inaccessible space in our memory. In my installation Wiped Clean, I question whether
human capacity to externalize physical trauma is aided by a the physical design of our institutions. I examine the architectures and structural mechanisms that mediate traumatic and
intimate experiences with our bodies, and explore the potential of self-formation within these
conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The personal is institutional.
– Sara Ahmed 1
The world is a set of symptoms whose illness merges with man.
– Gilles Deleuze 2

As humans, we have a remarkable capacity for erasure. The metal prick of dental
instruments is newly excruciating with every yearly cleaning, even after the patient has
undergone a craniotomy; and a pap smear carries the same crippling anguish as a spinal
tap, the body none the wiser. Of course there is a pain index, but ultimately the body is
hardly jaded or conditioned. It seems that all forms of pain, quotidian and monumental, are
catalogued in the same muted and inaccessible space in our corporeal memory.
My recollections of physical trauma are strangely externalized from my body, and
instead lodged in the structures that once housed it. They live inside of glossy corridors and
shadowy, sterile rooms where the glow of monitors pools light on waxed floors. Moments of
visceral specificity are eclipsed by a hazy architectural backdrop.
I question if the psychology behind this externalizing and erasure of bodily experience
stems from structural source. What are the ways that the medical body is psychologically
regulated by the institution? What are the structural mechanisms that mediate or mitigate
traumatic and intimate experiences with our own physicality?
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II. THE IMPLANT

Eighty percent of the human body is made of water, so it isn’t surprising
that one sees a different face in the mirror each morning… Perhaps this
is why the rectangular frame of the mirror reminded me of a coffin. When
I held up the candle to look more closely, I saw that my skin was covered
with fine, overlapping scales, smaller than the wings of tiny insects… I
washed my face with white sand. This is the only way to smooth a skin
that’s become like a desert. The sand was supposedly made of whales’
bones that had been tossed up by the sea and bleached in the sun. When I
scooped some up in my palm and held it to my face, the sand spoke to my
bones through my flesh. I distinctly felt the shape of my skull in my hand.
Beyond a skin made of light and flesh made of water, there is another
body. Only, as long as that body is alive, no one will be able to hold it close…
Sometimes other people’s skulls look transparent. At such moments I fall
in love.
- Yoko Tawada 3

Wiped Clean examines the architectures of disciplinary institutions as an approach
to these questions. In the work, I recreate spatial and structural norms of medical
environments, while also inserting quiet moments of self-portraiture. The installation is an
attempt to locate the ways these institutions have both accommodated and consumed my
body, inserting their ideology of constant body management and regulation into the way I
understand myself outside of the institution.
The piece focuses specifically on the ubiquitous norm of the linoleum tiled floor. In
the installation, I inserted a customized linoleum floor 16’’ off the ground in a vacant, postwar living room. The tiles are dark blue and embedded with amorphous purple and tan
shapes that reach towards one another. The spacing and interaction between the forms is
based on institutional traffic control patterns. The existing room is sparse and features white
walls, closed double doors with traditional moldings, a black stone fireplace, and two large
windows facing a tree-lined street. The linoleum tiles wrap seamlessly around the fireplace,
push into the moldings and between the double doors, and swallow the half-opened sliding
door at the entrance.4 The raised height at which they intersect the existing architecture
creates the sensation of a rising tide – a strange pool invading the hushed living space. In
this surreal paradigm, the home becomes a container for the tiled sea. The viewer’s body
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climbs up onto this uneasy volume and towers over the architectures that once were - the
top of the fireplace bisects the knee, door handles face ankles, and the windows now frame
the body as portals into an outside space that we can confront anew.
By resituating the floor in a non-institutional setting, I am attempting to defamiliarize
the architectural norm and deploy it as a charged psychological plane. In his book
“Entanglements, or Transmedial Thinking about Capture,” Rey Chow discusses “(re)
conceptualization through spatialization.” 5 He asserts that shifting the perspective from
which we view a physical environment can clarify or expose its affect:
Space is… not a matter of an already existent physical environment but rather an
insertion into a continuum… an area of noncoincidence, such as the deliberate
implantation of an outsider perspective in a familiar or familial interior. Space is thus
a phenomenological field in which a movement of doubling-cum-disalignment my
occur, in turn enabling the epistemic limit of an existing set of conditions to become
palpably perceptible – and marked off in their historical particularity.6
The two main phenomena I seek to expose through this re-spatialization are sterility
and ubiquity. As for sterility: these surfaces show no trace of their history. They are the
stages on which we have some of our most deeply visceral experiences, and yet they are
optimized for erasure, for the daily wiping away of individual experiences that take place
on them. According to Donna Haraway, the biopolitical landscape understands ecological
objects – bodies – in terms of optimized design and flow strategies, rather than concerning
with their essential properties or capacity for growth. Within this systems logic, “disease is
a process of misrecognition or transgression of the boundaries of a strategic assemblage
called self.”7 Along the same lines, biopolitical architectures are the sterile and productive
backdrops against which aberrations can be easily identified. The floor in Wiped Clean
represents a psychological paradigm upon which we understand all messy or unproductive
physicality as aberrations to be managed and effaced.
The second phenomenon that the “doubling-cum-disalignment” of the floor
addresses is the ubiquity of a clinical ethic. Just as the plane of the medical pushes into
the seams of a residential space in the work, I understand the clinical ethic as a pervasive
ideology that extends past the delimitations of the institutions and into the corners of our
psychology.8 For instance, in his essay “Architectures, Critical and Clinical,” Chris Smith
argues that “architecture has a long history of positioning itself as therapeutic, as solution,
as answer… [however,] architecture is not therapeutic after-the-fact but indeed diagnostic…
mitigating problems before they occur.”9 This ubiquitous diagnostic approach is also
evidenced in the ways I have begun to regulate my body as part of a daily agenda. I have
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come to view it as a leaky machine that needs to be constantly diagnosed, prodded, patched
and sterilized, no matter how insubstantial the leak. Society at large encourages us to adopt
and become anesthetized to the everyday anxiety and preoccupation of corporeal diagnosis
and management.
Feminist scholar Sara Ahmed writes, “Postmodern forms of authority extend the
violence of authority precisely by concealing authority under the illusion of friendship and
civility.”10 As the clinical is infused into corporeal relations outside of the institution, I suspect
this violence of authority in the everyday stress of hermetically managing an inherently
volatile system. By positioning the floor in Wiped Clean as a metaphor for this pathologizing
ideology, I am attempting to reckon with the idea that spaces of trauma and suffering are
also spaces that feature such reductive, sterile and often playful design, creating a stark
contrast with the bodies inhabiting them. I’m not proposing an architecture incorporating
the inherent fluidity and instability of the human body. Rather, I think there is some personal
redemption in trying to untangle the perversion of existing inside of a space that attempts to
neutralize some of our most visceral encounters with our physicality. This paradox is typified
in the uneasiness of encountering the clinical plane in a domestic space, paired with the
liberation of being positioned in a new relationship to the windows, which now face the body
as portals into another space.
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III. THE SNARE
			In this room I am not a fish,
				(gentle iris; glossy egg)
			
			
But instead a pig, on my back
			
Or a horse, on my side
			
Cinched tight -- pocked and bloated
			Flaccid, gasping tongue
			
Hot flesh and red-painted breath.
			At night,
			
Scales slip through shiny pores
			
Lonely disco ball, with icy drip
			pinned in limb:
				

The gift of being less mammal again. 11

Two figurative sculptures live inside the installation and operate as surrogates for
bodies in the space. The sculptures draw upon the shared vernacular of medical instruments
and traps (hooks, lures and spears). The hybridization of these vocabularies speaks to
the way we at once rely on medical apparatuses for survival while simultaneously being
ensnared by the apparatus of The Medical. The trap, especially in the form of a lure, speaks
to the way we negotiate interactions between bodies. It deals with corporeal mimicry, it is
ergonomic (however crude) in the way its form anticipates a point of connection with another
form, and it aestheticizes or idealizes the form it represents in its goal of captivation. Chow
writes,
the indistinction between art and everyday artifacts… puts an intriguing spotlight
on the trap, a device for catching and killing animals, as a major example of such
indistinction. And yet the trap is, to all appearances, the opposite of indistinction and,
by implication, the opposite of a liberalization of boundaries: its art or cunning lies in
an aggressive potential to take another being captive and bring it into submission. …
capture and captivation as a type of discourse, one that derives from the imposition of
power on bodies and the attachment of bodies to power… 12
The first object that the viewer encounters is a large hook that hangs from the ceiling
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and juts down into the room. A circle is cut away from the linoleum floor beneath the hook,
and a cylindrical tunnel of tiles drops down into a stainless bowl. Small, anthropomorphic
forms cling to and nest around the metal apparatus, and others hang off of the hook from
thin cables and take on the form of small fishing lures. In this sense, they allude to both the
mechanisms of capture as well as to the body that has given over to the apparatus of its
ensnarement. The form is divisive in its quiet menace.
The second piece is lodged across the top of one of the tall windows. It, too, is a
white, globular amalgam of folding and protruding forms, with a stainless rod sweeping out
of the mouth of a bloated, blistering fish-like form. The form is toothy, irregular, phallic and
weaponized, but the overall impact is discrete, as it blends against the window frame like a
mutated curtain rod.
In the context of late capitalism and our techno-organic embodiment where
components are interchangeable, “no objects, spaces, or bodies are sacred in themselves,”
and anything can be coded into a common language or a shared system.13 Inasmuch as we
are not indivisible, the forms of erasure that take place in the installation are facilitated by
Western culture. Whitewashed by paint, the fleshy and varied bodies in these sculptures are
rationalized into the architecture of the room.
Despite this flattening that takes place in the larger system of the room, the
embodiment of the two objects is central to the work. I want to highlight the interpenetration
of textures and speeds in the irregular, globular forms that press up against the machined
steel apparatuses and drip and ooze around them. Attending to representations of
irregularity in this realm allows the sculptures to function as a form of self-portraiture.
Representations of medical and corporeal interactions take shape in the work as I position
my body in Chow’s discourse around capture and captivation.
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IV. CAPTURE
There’s a very simple reason for the thirst. We are fish... Are we brave
enough to see this thirst as longing[?] We want to go home…
But there are a great many challenges to our frame. Think of a mind as the
sea. Its own inland sea. We can connect to the enormity of others, the sea
in them… [in this,] there is an agony at first but maybe a little all the time. A
kind of oceanic stretch.
–Eileen Myles 14
This reciprocal relationship between “the imposition of power on bodies and the
attachment of bodies to power” that Chow describes is also addressed by a security camera
in the installation. The security camera is itself an imperfect body.15 It cannot technically read
the undulations and subtleties in the two sculptures, or even distinguish their white forms
against the white walls, and therefore produces an abstracted image of the space. An open
shell crudely painted with a convex image of the room is affixed to the side of the security
camera. It points to the fallacy of the camera’s capacity for representation, and further
anthropomorphizes it as an embodied, faulty character in the space.
The camera records the passage of time as marked by the daylight that comes in
through the two large windows. In the absence of artificial lighting, the cyclical activation
and deactivation of the installation represents the perpetual authority of the clinical ethos.
The limited purview of the camera necessitates the starkness of the floor in the installation:
breakdown accommodates breakdown. In Haraway’s understanding, “a breakdown
reveals the nexus of relations necessary for us to accomplish our task... This creates a
clear objective for design – to anticipate the form of breakdowns and provide a space of
possibilities for action when they occur.” Thus, the sculptures become specters, and the
camera collaborates with the plane of the floor to accomplish the task of recording a more
urgent body in breakdown.
The camera communicates to an off-site waiting room three miles away where a livefeed of the installation is streaming. The room hosts three stools from which the feed can
be viewed. The stools sit low to the ground and appear as fleshy, blue tumors or fat deposits
with gelatinous silicone surfaces. Cold, shiny aluminum seats are embedded into these
tumors and are bluntly marked with a history of use as they slope around an invisible rear
and rise between the legs like a saddle. The experience of sitting in these stools recreates
and hyperbolizes the power dynamics that take place in the piece. The setup renders an
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infantilized viewer, as they are forced to sit low to the ground and crane their necks sharply
up at the high monitor on the wall. The ergonomic forms of the metal inserts also prompt
the viewer to question how their body fits into the furniture – in what ways do these forms
purport to accommodate or anticipate their body, but actually fall short?
Perhaps these stools are the breakdowns: the messy, broken and time-stamped
bodies that have yet to be admitted into the clinical continuum. In their lowly stature and
fatty, gelatinous embodiment, the stools act as dumb, pre-medicalized bodies. In this sense,
the distance between the two spaces is significant. The distinct and visceral embodiment
of the stools comes with the privilege of viewing the clinical as a separate entity. In the
waiting room, the feed of the linoleum floor is a framed concept. Once inside the installation,
however, there is no visual allusion to that pre-medical existence.
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V. FLESH
My mom always prompts me to “crawl back into my body.” This means stand up
straight, head over shoulders, close your mouth. (Is the blood flowing? Is the air fresh?) In sum:
possess yourself. I always cower at the suggestion and the pathetic implication in the word
“crawl” – as though I am helplessly estranged from my vibrant container. But I think there is
also something in this that is worthwhile to unpack.
For me, the task of active embodiment has always seemed like an insurmountable
challenge. It feels easier, more “natural” to blur focus, to be embedding and embedded in all
of the bodies and apparatuses of and for me. But in the face of this biopolitical landscape
that Wiped Clean critiques, I have come to think that the most radical form of existence is
through a more specific or defined form of embodiment.
Octavia Butler’s sci-fi novels call for a “resistance to the imperative to recreate
the sacred image of the same.” They are an interrogation into the “limits of the concept
and practices of claiming ‘property in the self’ as the ground of ‘human’ individuality and
selfhood.”16 Wiped Clean at its outset was a framework through which I could identify and
reframe structural mechanisms that extend a pathologizing ethic into everyday life and
estrange the perpetual patient from their physicality. Drawing out these mechanisms as they
have impacted me resulted in a surreal theater in which I could elucidate the boundaries of
the self and the institution.
I want to end with a stanza from the poem Rapid Eye Movement by Claire Bowman. 17
In the way that the authoritative invasion of the floor brings a new possibility in the windows,
the sculptural forms assert their bodily needs on the cold devices that penetrate them, and
the shell pokes fun at the gaze of the security camera, Bowman’s poem hints that power is
not absolute. Inside of these structures there are possibilities for redemption, repossession
of the self, and individualized embodiment.
		god never intended these
		sleeping bodies.
		
never went to sleep
		
with a man
		
touching lightly with his
		
foot, which means
		
god never knew
		
what it feels like to
		
cradle your own consciousness
		
in a warm hive.
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Sara Ahmed. “Resignation is a Feminist Issue,” Feminist Killjoy, August 2016. https://
feministkilljoys.com/2016/08/27/resignation-is-a-feminist-issue/
Deleuze, Gilles, et al. “Literature and Life.” Critical Inquiry, vol. 23, no. 2, 1997, pp. 225–
230., www.jstor.org/stable/1343982.
Tawada, Yoko. Where Europe Begins. New York: New Directions Books,1989. p. 3-7
The seam of the floor and the wall of the existing space offers an important
connection to ideas of penetration and contact between body and apparatus that I’ve
explored in previous works. I’m excited by forms that appear to have been inserted
or extruded into another, and the often awkward way the two entities accommodate
one another.
Chow, Rey. Entanglements, or Transmedial Thinking about Capture. Durham: Duke
University Press,2012. p. 19
ibid, 19.
Haraway, Donna. “The Biopolitics of Postmodem: Constitutions of Self in Immune
System Discourse.” Simians, cyborgs and women: the reinvention of nature.
New York: Routeledge, 1991. p. 203
This concept picks up on ideas put forth by Deleuze in his essay “Postscript on the
Societies of Control.” “In the disciplinary societies one was always starting again (from
school to the barracks, from the barracks to the factory), while in the societies of
control one is never finished with anything-the corporation, the educational system,
the armed services being metastable states coexisting in one and the same
modulation, like a universal system of deformation” (5). Deleuze, Gilles. “Postscript on
the Societies of Control.” October, vol. 59, 1992, pp. 3–7., www.jstor.org/stable/778828.
Smith, Chris L. “Architectures, Critical and Clinical.” Deleuze and Architecture, edited
by Hélène Frichot and Stephen Loo. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013, p.
230
Sara Ahmed. “Liberal Multiculturalism is the Hegemony – Its an Empirical Fact’ – A
response to Slavoj Žižek.” darkmatter Journal, February 2008. http://www
darkmatter101.org/site/2008/02/19/%e2%80%98liberal-multiculturalism-is-thehegemony-%e2%80%93-its-an-empirical-fact%e2%80%99-a-response-to-slavojzizek/zizek/print/
Elizabeth Hunter, 2017
Chow, Rey. Entanglements, or Transmedial Thinking about Capture. p. 19
Haraway, Donna. “The Biopolitics of Postmodem: Constitutions of Self in Immune
System Discourse.” p. 212
Myles, Eileen. “My Father Came Again As A Dog.” Fear of Language. Berlin: Artists
Projects Era, 2014. p. 59
I’m not interested in the idea of surveillance in terms of the encroachment of privacy
and personal liberties by the institution, which feels very heavily dealt with by other
artists and thinkers. I’m instead interested in it as an eye that blurs the boundaries
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between bodies and objects; in its limited purview which perhaps is a metaphor for
the kind of inextricability between technologies and organisms.
Haraway, Donna. “The Biopolitics of Postmodem: Constitutions of Self in Immune
System Discourse.” p. 226
Bowman, Claire. “Rapid Eye Movement.” The Volta: They Will Sew The Blue Sail, Issue
#36: December 2014. http://www.thevolta.org/twstbs-poem118-cbowman.html
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